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	Text Field 6: 2007 - 2011--------------------------------------------school: HTW Berlindegree: bachelor of artsmistakes: i drank so much in the first two terms i don't really remember them.
	Text Field 8: what are you not good at: when i explain the work i did or am going to do and somebody wants me to do the exact opposite, i  rarely argue. i just do what the person wants me to do. i don't care if it might look shitty. and if it really looks shitty in the end and doesn't work, i don't say anything. i just think: "bam. i said it before. suck it."
	Text Field 1: your name: malcolm bunge------------------------------------phone number: 0177/8714173email: gruss@malcolmbunge.deaddress: berlinURL: www.malcolmbunge.de
	Text Field 9: someone who doesn’t like you: your momposition: seriously?!email:om@nom.mom
	Text Field 10: what did you set out to achieve but never did: i wanted to do 30 minutes of sports everyday, plus 30 minutes reading of work related articles and 30 minutes of drawing. i never do any of these things and spend 90 minutes on social networks every day.
	Text Field 2: 2013 - 2013--------------------------------------------compony: plan.netposition: creative technologistfailures: i rarely filled out the time tracking tool, until the boss got mad at me. i made out most of the four months i didn't track. 
	Text Field 3: 2012 - 2013--------------------------------------------company: TBWAposition: creative technologistfailures: i invented "schnaps o'clock". between 5pm and 6pm, everybody had to drink a schnaps with me. it was a huge success. sorry!
	Text Field 4: 2010 - 2012--------------------------------------------company: zum goldenen hirschenposition: webproducerfailures: i invented the "league of the extraordinary hirschen" competion. every friday afternoon: fizzy tablets eating, office chair races and more...
	Text Field 7: 1995 - 1998--------------------------------------------school: kollegschule mindendegree: gtamistakes: i photoshopped a website and pretended it to be coded, until the teacher checked the code: there was only one big <img></img>


